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In general, groups require balance in status and expertise. Getting a pat on the back from a supervisor, receiving a congratulatory phone call or text message, and being listened to by another person are examples of everyday positive strokes. Identify the correct stage in team development to complete the sentence.The Stages of Team Development
From LEHMAN/DUFRENE. A : brainstorming B : a stroke C : a metacommunication D : consensusCorrect Answer : C47 : Alan was being interviewed for the position of business analyst at Amberg Solutions Inc. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : A3 : Getting a pat on the back from a supervisor is a negative stroke. Failing to observe nonverbal aids: To
listen effectively, you must observe the speaker. One of his tasks as a group member is to present the groups research progress before the universitys faculty every month. A : Area I B : Area II C : Area III D : Area IVCorrect Answer : D43 : Which of the following is a difference between Area III and Area IV of the Johari Window? A : trueCorrect
Answer : A17 : Counselors dealing with their clients are engaged in casual listening. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B30 : In the context of positive group roles, a reporter is one who maintains records of events and activities and informs members. Conformity leads to acceptance by other group members and creates communication opportunities. A
: They are universal and do not vary between cultures. Over listening: When we attempt to record many details in writing or in memory, we can over listen and miss the speaker's major points. Common goals: In effective groups, participants share a common goal, interest, or benefit. A : a group should be small in size B : a group should have a
socializer C : group members should have differing viewpoints D : group members should have different goalsCorrect Answer : A57 : In effective groups, members: A : have unique goals, interests, and benefits. This focus on goals allows members to overcome individual differences of opinion and to negotiate acceptable solutions. D : Verbal
communication is expressed through a vocal kinesic message, whereas a metacommunication is expressed through a visual kinesic message.Correct Answer : A46 : Janet is a project manager of Printennia Inc., a content writing firm. We need to take steps to concentrate on what we are hearing to eliminate distractions, take notes and engage in active
listening techniques of us have developed bad listening habits in one or more of the following areas: a. Janet implied that Juan is not dependable, and she assumed that Juan understood what she was implying. A : Area I designates things we know about ourselves but that others do not know about us, whereas Area II designates things we do not know
about ourselves and others do not know about us. stormingC. top-down communicationsC. The levels that have been satisfied still are present, but their importance diminishes. Harmonizer: A harmonizer keeps tensions low. They can have different meanings for different people. Understanding how teams and groups function effectively will allow you
to communicate more successfully within team settings that are common in all work environments today the scenario about teams, and then answer the corresponding question colleagues in human resources (HR) were tasked with reviewing options for employee benefits, researching less costly alternatives, and making recommendations to the HR
director team has spent a month researching and reporting back. Amy, a representative from the finance department, requested everyone to stop pointing fingers at each other and to calm down. A : workers are concerned only about satisfying lower-level needs B : workers are motivated solely through intrinsic rewards C : individuals should be given
more importance than the job D : individuals should be treated as adults so that they act as adultsCorrect Answer : A45 : Which of the following is a difference between verbal communication and a metacommunication? SocializerCorrect Answer : Socializer81 : Consider the image of the stages of team development. When a. A : true B : falseCorrect
Answer : B31 : In contrast to a team, a group is typified by a clear identity and a high level of commitment on the part of members. The missing step directly below the Esteem step is _________. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : A28 : Groups formed for short-term tasks spend more time on maintenance than on the task. A : airhead B : socializer C :
isolator D : facilitatorCorrect Answer : D61 : Createsols Inc. In addition, each member has a self-concept that dictates how he or she will behave. normingD. A : Groups involved in arranging a dinner and program B : Groups involved in team auditing for large corporations C : Groups involved in changing backdrops for stage shows D : Groups involved
in decorating an auditoriumCorrect Answer : B56 : To facilitate effective communication, _____. The ability of a group leader to work toward task goals while contributing to the development of group and individual goals is often critical to group success five positive group roles are listed and described below. Companies implementing Total Quality
Management programs are reorganizing to distribute the decision-making power throughout the organization. PsychologicalB. Small-group and team effectiveness evolves primarily from a high level of _________ between individuals. is a content writing company. Negative strokes might include receiving a hurtful comment, being avoided or left out of
conversation, and receiving a reprimand from a superior. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : A7 : A metacommunication is a message that is expressed in words. A : An employee receiving an appreciation message from his boss B : An employee being congratulated for a promotion C : A student being reprimanded by his school principal D : A speaker
receiving complete attention from an audienceCorrect Answer : C40 : Area I of the Johari Window is called the _____. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B22 : Many bad listening habits develop simply because the speed of spoken messages is much faster than our ability to receive and process them. However, groups formed for long-term assignments,
such as an accounting team auditing a major corporation, may devote much effort to maintenance goals. He or she is also known as gatekeeper. Susan, the interviewer, looked at him and observed that he was dressed inappropriately and looked disinterested. OpennessCorrect Answer : Love73 : Consider the image of the Johari Window, and answer
the question.Identify the missing area in the Johari Window: _________A. ReporterE. Longevity: Groups formed for short-term tasks, such as arranging a dinner and program, will spend more time on the task than on maintenance. B : They are usually cross-functional in nature. © 2012 South-Western, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Free or open
areaCorrect Answer : Unknown area75 : Nonverbal CommunicationNonverbal communication conveys significant meaning in a conversation. companies.Organizations and individuals compete for a greater share of scarce resources, for a limited number of positions at the top of organizations, and for esteem in their professions. GroupthinkB.
hierarchical structureC. Each communication interaction, whether casual or formal, provides an emotional stroke that can have either a positive or a negative effect on your feelings about yourself and others. In this scenario, Janet expressed her message through _____. A : Making spontaneous judgments about others based on mannerisms B :
Observing the speaker and interpreting his or her nonverbal cues C : Putting in much emotional and physical effort D : Putting oneself in another persons shoesCorrect Answer : A55 : Which of the following groups is most likely formed for long-term assignments? Discuss the limitations of face-to-face meetings and electronic meetings.Correct Answer
: Face-to-face meetings continue to be the most-used meeting format in most organizations. One person's success is not achieved at the expense or exclusion of another. formingB. People conform to norms because conformity is easy and nonconformity is difficult and uncomfortable. Dismissing subjects as uninteresting: People tend to use disinterest
as a rationale for not listening. A : Area III represents things we know about ourselves but that others do not know about us, whereas Area IV includes things we do not know about ourselves and others do not know about us. Please inform beforehand if you need to take leave. Finally, our minds process thoughts at thousands of words a minute.
reflectivelanguageB. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B18 : While listening empathetically, talking too much and giving strong nonverbal signals of disinterest destroy others desire to talk. A : An isolator strives to keep tensions low in a group, whereas a dominator deviates from the groups purpose. Companies such as IKEA, the Swedish furniture
manufacturer and retailer, are using flat organizational structures within stores to build an employee attitude of job involvement and ownership.92 : Explain how heightened focus on cooperation affects communication.Correct Answer : Competition has been a characteristic way of life in U. All groups possess norms. List and describe five positive
group roles.Correct Answer : The factors of group communication are discussed below. Determine which role best describes the team member Member Team RoleLance _________A. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : A19 : Pretending to listen to a person is known as over listening. Reaching this mutual understanding requires a high degree of trust and
effective interpersonal skills, particularly empathetic and intensive listening skills, and the willingness to communicate long enough to agree on an action plan acceptable to everyone.93 : Discuss seven factors of group communication. Nonverbal messages cannot be avoided. An individual can take on an expanded role as important tasks are assumed.
A : Excommunication B : A metacommunication C : Visual kinesic communication D : Vocal kinesic communicationCorrect Answer : C48 : Which of the following is true of nonverbal messages? Metacommunications and kinesic messages have characteristics that all communicators should take into account. 90 percentB. In our society, most people have
reasonably satisfied their two lower-level needs: physiological needs (food and basic provision) and security and safety needs (shelter and protection from the elements and physical danger). Blind areaC. ContributionCorrect Answer : ContributionESSAY85 : Discuss in detail Abraham Maslows concept of a hierarchy of needs.Correct Answer :
Psychologist Abraham Maslow developed the concept of a hierarchy of needs through which people progress. Self-ActualizationC. Things we know about ourselves but that others do not know about us occupy the hidden or secret area III. In a flattened organizational structure where decision making is spread throughout the company, effective
_________ become critical for success. Size: The smaller the group, the more its members have the opportunity to communicate with each other. The trend is to eliminate functional or departmental boundaries. Groups identify a solution that everyone finds satisfactory and is committed to achieving. Group norms: A norm is a standard or average
behavior. Leadership: The performance of groups depends on several factors, but none is more important than leadership. IndividualismC. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B26 : When excessive competition replaces the cooperation necessary for organizational and individual success, communication can be diminished, if not eliminated. B : Verbal
communication includes only speech, whereas a metacommunication includes only writing. B : An isolator does not do his or her fair share of the work in a group, whereas a dominator constantly criticizes and complains about others work in the group. In this scenario, which of the following conveyed the message that Alan was not much interested in
the job? Area IV includes the unknown: things we do not know about ourselves and others do not know about us, such as our ability to handle emergency situations if we have never beencommunication includes metacommunications and kinesic messages. Role perception: People who are invited to join groups have perceptions of how a group should
operate and what it should achieve. Leader: A leader assumes a directive role.94 : Discuss five situations when face-to-face meetings are most appropriate to use. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B8 : Kinesic communication is an idea expressed through a verbal message. B : do not have a leader. Stereotyping: We make spontaneous judgments about
others based on such issues as appearances, mannerisms, dress, and speech delivery. d. A : facilitator B : harmonizer C : dominator D : socializerCorrect Answer : B62 : In a group, which of the following activities is undertaken by a group member playing the role of a reporter? Instead, work is reorganized in cross-disciplinary teams that perform
broad core processes (e., product development and sales generation) and not narrow tasks (e., forecasting market demand for a particular product).In a flat organizational structure, communicating across the organization chart (among cross-disciplinary teams) becomes more important than communicating up and down in a top-heavy hierarchy. Area
I, the free or open area, represents what we know about ourselves and what others know about us. D : establish norms for standard behavior.Correct Answer : D58 : In the context of group roles, which of the following is a difference between an isolator and a dominator? LeaderD. Reporter: A reporter assumes responsibility for preparing materials for
submission. businesses have shifted attention away from the employment of traditional organizational subunits as the only mechanisms for achieving organizational goals and toward the increased use of groups. D : They are also known as task forces.Correct Answer : B64 : In the _____ stage of team development, team members are involved in
developing strategies and activities that promote goal achievement. performingCorrect Answer : storming82 : The terms group and team are often used interchangeably; however, a team has a clear identity and exhibits _________ once it is in the performing stage. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B2 : According to Abraham Maslows hierarchy of
needs, identity theft, health and fitness, and environmentally friendly commercials appeal to security and safety needs. Facial expressions and body motions always accompany speech and contribute much to messages.91 : How does a flat organizational structure affect communication?Correct Answer : Many businesses today have downsized and
eliminated layers of management. Maintenance includes division of duties, scheduling, recordkeeping, reporting, and assessing progress. A : They primarily deal with improving existing products. In this scenario, Adam is playing the role of a(n) _____. They can receive more attention than verbal messages. The process went smoothly and worked well.
At the teams final review meeting, Joe stepped up to assign parts for the final proofread; Cherice made certain that everyones ideas were heard; Lenny stepped in with a comment that eased tension when there were slight disagreements; Marsha kept minutes and compiled the final revisions; and Lance, as always, wanted to talk about the weekend
the following team roles Team RolesReporter: Prepares records andparts for the final proofread; Cherice made certain that everyones ideas were heard; Lenny stepped in with a comment that eased tension when there were slight disagreements; Marsha kept minutes and compiled the final revisions; and Lance, as always, wanted to talk about the
weekend the following team roles Team RolesReporter: Prepares records and materials rider: Doesnt do his or her share: Pursues only the social aspect: Prepares little or not at all: Keeps tensions low: Makes certain that everyone is heard: Assumes a directive role: Criticizes constantly. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : A24 : In a flat organizational
structure, communicating up and down in a top-heavy hierarchy becomes more important than communicating across the organization chart. When you need the richest nonverbal cues, including body, voice, proximity, and touchb. HarmonizerC. They offer distinct advantages and are appropriate in the following situations:a. They vary between and
within cultures. comprehensionB. A : They provide direct human contact. The communication exchange is a means of sharing information about things, ideas, tasks, and selves. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B23 : In recent years, developments among U. This process is called _________. Record keeper: A record keeper maintains records of team
events and activities and informs members. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : A27 : In effective groups, the focus on a common goal allows members to overcome individual differences of opinion and to negotiate acceptable solutions. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B21 : Nonverbal messages can be dismissed since they do not contribute to verbal
messages. commitmentCorrect Answer : commitment83 : Chapter 2 ReviewInterpersonal intelligence is the first step in developing strong professional relationships and good group communication practices. B : Area I represents things we do not know about ourselves and others do not know about us, whereas Area II represents designates things we
know about ourselves but that others do not know about us. These questions will test your knowledge of the various aspects of interpersonal and group communication covered in Chapter 2 teams are critical for business success. lateral communicationsCorrect Answer : lateral communications77 : Group CommunicationThe work of teams, groups, and
committees is crucial to almost any organization today. B : Area III includes things we do not know about ourselves and others do not know about us, whereas Area IV represents things we know about ourselves but that others do not know about us. Faking attention: We can look directly at a person, nod, smile, and pretend to be listening while we are
not. How does it affect a persons emotions?Correct Answer : People engage in communication with others in the hope that the outcome might lead to mutual trust, mutual pleasure, and psychological well-being. A second reason for poor listening habits is that it takes effort to listen as opposed to simply hearing. In this scenario, Amy was most likely
playing the role of a _____ in the meeting. Hidden areaC. As a result, he is often unable to answer questions from the audience post the presentation. Such competition is a healthy sign of the human desire to succeed, and, in terms of economic behavior, competition is fundamental to the private enterprise system. Understanding how human needs,
trust, and motivation affect interpersonal behavior can improve your effectiveness as a communicator the image of Maslows hierarchy of needs, and then identify the missing need in the hierarchy. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B6 : In a Total Quality Management environment, decision-making power is distributed to the people closest to the
problem in an organization, who usually have the best information sources and solutions. If a speaker does not meet our standards in these areas, we simply turn off our listening and assume the speaker cannot have much to say. At the same time, when excessive competition replaces the cooperation necessary for success, communication can be
diminished, if not eliminated competition is appropriate and desirable in many situations, many companies have taken steps through open communication and information and reward systems to reduce competition and to increase cooperation. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B29 : The larger the group, the more its members have the opportunity to
communicate with each other. During a project debriefing session, representatives from different departments of the company were arguing relentlessly over who is to be blamed for the projects failure. LoveB. When issues are especially sensitivec. Normal speaking speeds are between 100 and 150 words a minute. A : isolator B : dominator C :
airheadD : detractorCorrect Answer : C60 : In a group, a(n) _____ plays a positive role. c. Unknown areaD. Free or open areaD. Hidden areaB. D : Area III designates those things others know about us but that we do not know aboutourselves, whereas Area IV represents what we know about ourselves and what others know about us.Correct Answer :
A44 : According to the older, traditional view of management, _____. Allowing disruptions: We welcome disruptions of almost any sort when we are engaged in somewhat difficult listening. mutual trustCorrect Answer : mutual trust84 : _________ is one of the four key behaviors that performing teams exhibit. Area II, the blind area, designates those
things others know about us but that we do not know about ourselves. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B4 : In the Johari Window, Area II represents what we know about ourselves and what others know about us. Explain the different types of bad listening habits.Correct Answer : Many bad listening habits develop simply because the speed of spoken
messages is far slower than our ability to receive and process them. Facilitator: A facilitator makes sure everyone gets to talk and be heard. 1 : According to Abraham Maslows hierarchy of needs, physiological needs form the upper-level needs. The missing step directly above the Esteem step is _________. A : storming B : performing C : norming D :
formingCorrect Answer : C65 : Which of the following is an advantage of face-to-face meetings? Self-ActualizationCorrect Answer : Self-Actualization72 : Behavioral Theories That Impact CommunicationKnowledge from the fields of psychology and sociology provides valuable insights into how to achieve effective workplace communication. D : Area I
designates those things others know about us but that we do not know about ourselves, whereas Area II represents what we know about ourselves and what others know about us.Correct Answer : C42 : _____ of the Johari Window includes things we do not know about ourselves and others do not know about us. The group is finally in the last stages of
preparing a recommendation report for the director. They can contradict the accompanying verbal message and affect whether your message is understood or believed. C : Area III represents what we know about ourselves and what others know about us, whereas Area IV designates those things others know about us but that we do not know about
ourselves. A : Verbal communication is expressed in words, whereas a metacommunication accompanies a message that is expressed in words. During a project briefing session, Janet turned to her subordinate, Juan, and said, This project is crucial. By paying attention to the importance of strokes, managers can greatly improve communication and
people's feelings about their work.87 : Explain the Johari Window.Correct Answer : As relationships develop, the people involved continue to learn about each other and themselves, as represented by the Johari Window. In general, the team had a strong balance of expertise, which allowed each member to contribute equally and valuably. A :
Preparing materials for submission B : Maintaining records of events and activities C : Making sure everyone gets to talk and be heard D : Keeping tensions low during meetingsCorrect Answer : A63 : Which of the following is true of product development teams? A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B20 : Making spontaneous judgments about others
based on their speech delivery is known as storming. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B32 : Large organizational groupings are more flexible than teams because they can beCorrect Answer : B39 : Which of the following exemplifies a negative stroke? C : An isolator is physically present but fails to participate in group activities, whereas a dominator
speaks too often and too long in a group. A : true B : falseCorrect Answer : B5 : Supportive behavior is characterized by leaders who give detailed rules and instructions and monitor closely that they are followed. B : They can receive more attention than verbal messages.54 : Which of the following is a bad listening habit? A : trueB : falseCorrect
Answer : B25 : Status is the task an employee assumes that can involve power and authority that surpass his or her formal position on the organization chart. FacilitatorB. This cooperative spirit is characterized as a "win/win" philosophy. They can be intentional or unintentional. C : share the same status. Blind areaCorrect Answer : Free or open
area74 : Consider the image of the Johari Window, and answer the question.Identify the missing area in the Johari Window: _________. C : Area I represents what we know about ourselves and what others know about us, whereas Area II designates those things others know about us but that we do not know about ourselves. 50 percentC. Beyond these
two basic need levels, people progress to satisfy the three upper-level needs: social needs for love, acceptance, and belonging; ego or esteem needs to be heard, appreciated, and wanted; and self-actualizing needs, including the need to achieve one's fullest potential through professional, philanthropic, political, educational, and artistic channels
people satisfy needs at one level, they move on to the next. Status: Some group members will appear to have higher ranking than others. C : Verbal communication implies an idea, whereas a metacommunication explicitly expresses an idea. They can be beneficial or harmful.90 : How do bad listening habits develop? This role can involve power and
authority that surpass the individual's status, or formal position in the organization chart. Understanding how nonverbal messages work can make you a more effective manager and communicator the sentence about nonverbal communication certain situations, nonverbal communication can account for more than _________ of the meaning conveyed in
a message. Unfortunately, a decision is usually made before a topic is ever introduced. Unknown areaB. Luxury car and dream vacation ads appeal to ego needs; teeth whitening and anti-aging product messages appeal to social needs; and identity theft, health and fitness, and environmentally friendly commercials appeal to security and safety
needs.86 : What is a stroke? B : They allow companies to reduce travel budget.71 : Behavioral Theories That Impact CommunicationKnowledge from the fields of psychology and sociology provides valuable insights into how to achieve effective workplace communication. Self-RealizationC. They provide clues about the sender's background, attitudes,
and motives. Susan assumed that Alan did not care much for the job and subsequently rejected his application. Effective communicators are able to identify and appeal to need levels in various individuals or groups. BCOM (with Printed Access Card), 3e. Reproduced by permission. The human ear can actually distinguish words in speech in excess of
500 words a minute, and many people read at speeds well beyond 500 words a minute. Advertising is designed to appeal to need levels. rules and regulationsB. Understanding how teams and groups function effectively will allow you to communicate more successfully within team settings that are common in all work environments today to the
contextual forces influencing business today, many corporations have eliminated layers of management. People are inclined to communicate with peers as their equals, but they tend to speak upward to their supervisor and downward to lower-level employees. A : secret area B : unknown area C : blind area D : open areaCorrect Answer : D41 : Which
of the following is a difference between Area I and Area II of the Johari Window? Large groups often inhibit communication because the opportunity to speak and interact is limited. They are influenced by the circumstances surrounding the communication. Even though the dates of presentation are informed in advance, Adam always prepares his
presentation at the last moment. Cooperation is more likely when competitors have an understanding of and appreciation for others' importance and functions. When participants do not know one anotherd. D : An isolator pursues only the social aspect of a group, whereas a dominator makes sure everyone in the group gets to talk and be
heard.Correct Answer : C59 : Adam is a member of a research group at a university. passionC. For example, you are the only person who cannot see your physical self as it really is. C : They consist of members from a single department. cengage/permissions.Newly created teams must learn to deal with one anothers conflicting personalities, goals,
and ideas. Much of the communication involves face-to-face meetings with team members rather than numerous, time-consuming "handoffs" as a product moves methodically from one department to another. 38 percentCorrect Answer : 90 percent76 : Group CommunicationThe work of teams, groups, and committees is crucial to almost any
organization today.
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